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I. INTRODUCTION

The name "Kaye Scholer" now has the power to evoke strong and
diverse responses. 1 Some argue passionately that the Office of Thrift Su
pervision (OT~) was quite properly discharging its responsibility to rectify
wrongs in the savings and loan industry. Others argut? just as passionately
that Kaye Scholer lawyers were merely representing clients and acting in
the highest tradition of the legal profession. The events of the Kaye Scholer
case include not only facts and occurrences, but the interpretation of the
meanings and consequences of these facts and occurrences.2 Both the facts

* Dean and Professor of Law, Texas Tech University School of Law.
1. "Kaye Scholer" refers to the New York-based law firm of Kaye, Scholer, Fierman,

Hayes, and Handler.
2. See, e.g., Patrick Crawford, Inefficiency a.nd Abuse of Process in Banking Regulation:

Asset Seizures, Law Firms, and the Ricoization of Banking Law, 79 VA. L. REV. 205 (1993);
Dennis E. Curtis, Old Knights and New Champions: Kaye, Scholer. The Office of Thrift Supervi
sion, and the Pursuit of the Dollar, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 985 (1993); Robert G. Day, Administrative
Watchdogs or Zealous Advocates? Implications for Legal Ethics in the Face of Expanded Attor
ney Liability, 45 STAN. L. REV. 645 (1993); Don J. DeBenedictis, The Big Freeze, A.B.A. J., July
1992, at 57; Susan S. Fortney, OTS vs. The Bar: Must Attorneys Advise Directors That the Direc
tors Owe a Duty to the Depository Fund?, 12 ANN. REv. BANKING L. 373 (1993); Sean T. Geary,
Outside Professionals Representing Financial Institutions: An Overview of the Legal Bases for
and Effects of Increased Regulatory Action, 12 ANN. REv. BANKING L. 515 (1993); Stephanie B.
Goldberg, Welcome to the New Uncertainty, A.B.A. J., July 1992, at 51; Howell E. Jackson,
Reflections on Kaye, Scholer: Enlisting Lawyers to Improve the Regulation of Financial Institu
tions, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 1019 (1993); Susan P. Koniak, When Courts Refuse to Frame the Law
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and their meanings have been, and continue to be, extraordinarily contro
versial. Nonetheless, enough time has passed, and enough has been written,
to allow for some perspective to develop. The development of that perspec
tive requires a brief synopsis of the major facts and a review of the primary
responses.

A. Synopsis of the Major Facts3

Charles Keating and his corporation, American Continental Corpora
tion (American Continental), hired Kaye Scholer in 1977. Seven years
later, in February 1984, American Continental acquired Lincoln Savings
and Loan Association (Lincoln). Kaye Scholer was asked to represent Lin
coln in numerous routine matters was not hired to represent the savings and
loan in a major ongoing examination of the thrift's operations and financial
condition being conducted by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
(FHLBB). Rather, Lincoln retained the law firm of Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue (Jones Day) to represent it in its 1986 examination. Ultimately,
however, Lincoln grew dissatisfied with Jones Day's "cooperative, noncon
frontational dealings with the FHLBB's examiners" and rephlced Jones Day
with Kaye Scholer.4

From the outset, Kaye Scholer, through partner Peter M. Fishbein,
took an aggressive approach in relations with the FHLBB. Mr. Fishbein

and Others Frame it to Their Will, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 1075 (1993); Kara J. Lane, Officer, Direc
tor, and Professional Liability, 12 ANN. REV. BANKING L. 91 (1993); Arthur W. Leibold, Jr.,
Lawyers at Risk: Lawyer Asset Freezes and Other Chilling Experiences, 12 REV. LmG. 573
(1993); Jonathan R. Macey & Geoffrey P. Miller, Kaye, Scholer, FIRREA, and th~ Desirability of
Early Closure: A View of the Kaye, Scholer Case from the Perspective ofBank Regulatory Pol
icy, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 1115 (1993); Steve E. McConnico et aI., Failed Financial Institution
Litigation: The Expanding Scope ofLiability, 12 REv. LmG. 537 (1993); James Podgers, Chang
ing the Rules, A.B.A. J., July 1992, at 53; Christopher G. Sablich, Duties of Attorneys Advising
Financial Institutions in the Wake of the S & L Crisis, 68 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 517 (1992); Sympo
sium, In the Matter ofKaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays, and Handler: A Symposium on Government
Regulation, Lawyers' Ethics, and the Rule of Law, "Introduction: Kaye Scholer and the OTS
Did Anyone Go Too Far?," 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 977 (1993); Harris Weinstein, Attorney Liability in
the Savings and Loan Crisis, 1993 U. ILL. L. REv. 53 (1993); David B. Wilkins, Making Context
Count: Regulating Lawyers' After Kaye, Scholer, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 1145 (1993); John R. Rowl
ett, Note, The Chilling Effect ofthe Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act
of 1989 and the Bank Fraud Prosecution Act of 1990: Has Congress Gone Too Far?, 20 AM. J.
CRIM. L. 239 (1993). This South Texas Law Review Symposium adds valuable material to the
Kaye Scholer legal literature.

3. This synopsis of the major facts for the Kaye Scholer case draws heavily from the
introduction of a symposium by the Southern California Law Review. James O. Johnston, Jr. &
Daniel S. Schecter, In the Matter of Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays, and Handler: A Symposium
on Government Regulation, Lawyers' Ethics, and the Rule of Law, "Introduction: Kaye Scholer
and the OTS-Did Anyone Go Too Far? A Chronology," 66 S. CAL. L. RBv. 977, 979 (1993)
[hereinafter Symposium].

4. Id.
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decried the "abusive and costly" practices of the FHLBB examiners and
mandated that all future requests for information should be given to speci
fied- lawyers at Kaye Scholer.s Because the agency rules gave the examin
ing board the right to inspect the records of the savings and loan at any
time, the FHLBB saw Kaye Scholer's request as a "fundamental misunder
standing of the examination process."6 Indeed, essential to the examiner's
oversight function is complete unfettered and unannounced access to the
records of the regulated institution. Nonetheless, the FHLBB allowed Kaye
Scholer's lawyers to provide responses to its requests for information.
Kaye Schole~ grudgingly provided the information.'

But, Kaye Scholer's tactics of noncompliance did not prevent the issu
ance of a very negative report. In April 1987, Lincoln received a report of
examination which noted heavy investments in speculative real estate, junk
bonds, and high-risk takeover stocks. This 1986 Report of Examination
(1986 ROE) contained a confidential recommendation from the examiners
to appoint a receiver for Lincoln Savings.

Reacting aggressively to the 1986 ROE, Kaye Scholer issued a 768
page rebuttal buttressed by over 10,000 pages of exhibits. The law firm
threatened litigation if the FHLBB acted on the 1986 ROE. At the same
time, several members of the United States Senate pressured the FHLBB in
connection with the 1986 ROE on Lincoln Savings.s For whatever reason,
the FHLBB choose not the pursue its own recommendations.

A second examination of Lincoln Savings began in July 1988, and in
December of that year the FHLBB issued the 1988 Report of Examinaiton
(1988 ROE). Like the prior report, the 1988 ROE noted that Lincoln had
too many problem assets in comparison with safer capital. Clearly, the
"continued viability of the association [was] in jeopardy."9 The Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued a report in December 1988, stat
ing that Lincoln Savings had failed to meet the required minimum capital
requirements. Arthur Andersen, Lincoln's accountant, resigned in response

5. Letter from Peter M. Fishbein, Senior Partner, Kaye Scholer, to BJ. Davis, Director of
Examinations, FHLBB 5 (July IS, 1986), reprinted in ArrORNEYS' LIABILITY ASSURANCE SOCI
ETY, THE KAYE, SCHOLER CASE AND OTHER SELECfED PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY AND ETHICS Is
SUES 30 (Robert E. O'Malley et al. eds., 1992).

6. Susan Beck & Michael Orey, They Got What They Deserved, AM. LAW., May 1992, at
68,70 (quoting B.J. Davis). BJ. Davis was the FHLBB's regulator in charge of the 1986 exami
nation of Lincoln Savings. Symposium, supra note 3, at 979.

7. Symposium, supra note 3, at 980.
8. The intervening senators were popularly referred to as "the Keating Five."
9. Supervisory Letter from the OTS to Lincoln Savings and Loan Ass'n (Dec. 1988),

quoted in In re Fishbein, OTS AP-92-19, en 20 (Mar. I, 1992) (Notice of Charges and of Hearing
for Cease and Desist Orders to Direct Restitution and Other Appropriate Relief [hereinafter Notice
of Charges)) (bringing charges against Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler and three
partners).
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to the SEC report. Kaye Scholer did not resign; instead, it once again re
sponded aggressively to the negative report issued against its client. Ac
cording to Kaye Scholer, "Lincoln's managerial skill, its sound
diversification of investments and its prudent underwriting are all demon
strated by the unqualified success of its investment program."l0 However,
the 1986 and 1988 ROEs and the 1988 SEC report-not the views of Kaye
Scholer-proved to be correct.

Within months of the SEC report, the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor
poration (FDIC) seized Lincoln and determined it to be insolvent in excess
of $2.5 billion. Lincoln challenged the takeover in federal court but lost. 11
Judge Sporkin, who presided over the court challenge, found ample proof
that Lincoln had operated in an unsafe and unsound manner, resulting in a
failure to maintain minimum capital requirements. Then Judge Sporkin
asked the now famous questions which have framed subsequent inquires
and responses:

Where were these professionals ... when these clearly improper
transactions were being consummated?

Why didn't any of them speak up or disassociate themselves
from these transactions?

Where also were the outside accountants and attorneys when
these transactions were effectuated?

What is difficult to understand is that with all the professional
talent involved (both accounting and legal), why at least one profes
sional would not have blown the whistle to stop the overreaching that
took place in this case.?12

The judge went on to note:

Here it is clear that the private sector was not willing to cooper-
ate with the public oversight regulators. Indeed, the private sector at
times impeded the regulatory authorities from discharging their du-
ties. All too often Keating and those individuals working with him
adopted strategies to thwart and frustrate the regulatory process. 13

Undoubtedly spurred by Judge Sporkin's rhetorical questions, the OTS
began to develop its own case to be asserted directly against Kaye Scholer.
Once Lincoln Savings was in federal hands, the OTS gained access to inter
nal documents previously shielded by Kaye Scholer. After eighteen months
of careful review, the OTS filed notice of ten claims:

10. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, If 70.
11. Lincoln Sav. & Loan Ass'n·v. Wall, 743 F. Supp. 901, 905-06 (D.D.C. 1990) (finding it

"abundantly clear that Lincoln was in an urisafe and unsound condition to transact business and
that [Lincolnl did in fact engage in numerous unsafe and unsound banking practices.").

12. ld. at 920; see also supra note 2 (virtually every article quotes some or all of this passage
from Judge Sporkin's opinion).

13. Lincoln Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 743 F. Supp. at 920.
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. 1. Kaye Scholer knew that Lincoln's directors had mislead
ingly backdated documents to take advantage of a grandfather rule. 14

2. Kaye Scholer knew that Arthur Anderson had previously re
signed because of concerns about Lincoln's operations and asset
management and yet, the attorneys failed to disclose this fact. 15

3. Kaye Scholer knowingly omitted material facts in FHLBB
submissions and obstructed the FHLBB examination by denying ac
cess to thrift documents. 16

4. Kaye Scholer represented both American Continental and
Lincoln Savings, violating conflict of interest rules. 17

5. Kaye Scholer knew of "linked" transactions that improperly
inflated Lincoln's financial worth and yet, failed to disclose this
fact. IS .

6. Kaye Scholer knew that Lincoln had removed adverse docu
ments and failed to disclose this fact: FurtheIinore,· Kaye Scholer
created favorable documents in preparation for the 1986
Examination. 19

7. Kaye Scholer knew that the auditors' opinions on Lincoln's
joint ventures had been prepared without adequate investigation, but
nonetheless, urged the FHLBB to rely on them?O

8. Kaye Scholer knowingly misrepresented the status of cer
tain direct investments.21

9. Kaye Scholer knew of facts indicating that Lincoln had par
ticipated in limited partnership investments designed to finance per
sonal tax shelters for American Continental's control persons?2

10. Kaye Scholer obtained an illegal loan from Lincoln for one
ofits partners?3

At the same time the claims were filed against Kaye Scholer, the OTS
issued a temporary "cease-and-desist" order.24 In response, Kaye Scholer
released a memorandum declaring the O~S charges completely groundless
because they represented new standards different from, and inconsistent
with, accepted standards and ethical obligations for the legal profession.25

14. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, lJl'l[ 22-35(b).
15. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'IrIl 36-44(d).
16. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'lI'I! 45-51.
17. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, CJI'lI 52-57.
18. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, TI 58-73(d).
19. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, Tl74-106(d).
20. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'Il'I 107-38(d).
21. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, T(139-52(d).
22. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'IrIl153-71(d).
23. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'IrIl172-81. .
24. See In re Fishbein, OTS AP-92-20, en 12 (Mar. 10, 1992) (Temporary Order to Cease and

Desist [hereinafter Order to Cease and Desist)) (declaring that these charges constituted a prima
facie showing that the law firm had a "proclivity to violate laws and regulations, breach their
fiduciary duties of loyalty and care and engage in unsafe and unsound practices").

25. Memorandum from Kaye Scholer Executive Committee to All Kaye Scholer Personnel
(Mar. 2, 1992).
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Kaye Scholer also released a nine-page summary of the opinion of Profes
sor Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr. which concluded that Kaye Scholer had not
violated "existing standards of ethical conduct and professional responsibil
ity" and had, in fact, "acted in accord with its duties under the law.,,26 Ac
cording to Professor Hazard, Kaye Scholer had acted consistently with its
role as litigation counsel.27

The OTS action included a claim for $275 million in damages.28 Six
days after the claim was filed, Kaye Scholer settled for $41 million, approx
imately half of which was covered by insurance.29 Some argue that the
government, instead of actually proving up its allegations, improperly used
its disproportionate power to force Kaye Scholer's capitulation.J° Others
argue that a quick settlement would have occurred even if there had been no
cease and desist order.31 Whatever the reason for its quickness, the settle
ment launched a lively and extended debate.32

B. The Primary Responses

In broadest terms, the issues of professional conduct raised by the
Kaye Scholer case include conflicts of interest, the .lawyer's representation
of the client, and the attorney's responsibility for the intended illegal activ
ity of a client.33 Legal commentators, although reaching different conclu
sions, seem to agree that the standards applicable in the Kaye Scholer and
similar cases are those set forth in the American Bar Association's Model
Code of Professional Responsibility34 and Model Rules of Professional
Conduct.35 These established and recognized sources of ethical guidance
allow for a general dialogue within the profession without the initial con
cern over ex post facto application, or the need for the development of new
and different rules and the attendant problems of notice, fairness, and au
thority.36 The commentators seem to accept the legal community's tenet of
a single profession bound by unique and specialized standards of ethical

26. Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Summary o/the Expert Opinion, 8 (Feb. 25, 1992), reprinted in
ArrORNEYS' LIABILITY ASSURANCE SOCIETY, supra note 5, at 112.

27. /d.
28. Notice fo Charges, supra note 9, 'I 183.
29. Although Kaye Scholer is most remembered for its settlement in the Lincoln Savings

case, Jones Day agreed to pay $51 million in settlement. James S. Granelli, Law Firm to Pay $5/
Million in Keating Case, L.A. TIMES, Apr. 20, 1993, at OJ.

30. See Don J. DeBenedictis, The Big Freeze, A.B.A. J., July 1992, at 57, 58.
31. See Beck & Orey, supra note 6, at 78.
32. See supra note 2 and accompanying text.
33. Harris Weinstein, Attorney Liability in the Savings and Loan Crisis, 1993 U. ILL. L.

REV. 53, 55 (1993).
34. MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL REsPONSIBILITY (1983).
35. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDuer (1993).
36. Kaye Scholer argued vigorously that the OTS's interpretation and application of the
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conduct. However, two different aspects of this "single profession" are
stressed-a responsibility to the legal system, and a responsibility to the
client. These differences are emphasized by contrasting the role of a federal
regulatory agency having jurisdiction over federally insured depository in
stitutions, with the role of "litigation counsel" for a sophisticated corporate
client in a situation in which the government has equal access to relevant
information.37

1. Conflicts of Interest

Kaye Scholer represented Lincoln in the savings and loan's dealings
with the FHLBB. Kaye Scholer also represented Lincoln's parent company
American Continental. Further, Kaye Scholer dealt extensively with
Charles Keating, an officer of American Continental, but not of Lincoln
Savings.38 Therefore, because Kaye Scholer could easily discover that the
interests of American Continental and Keating were different from those of
Lincoln, a potential conflict of interest existed.39 The questions, according
to Harris Weinstein, are:

Was it in Lincoln's interest to make material omissions in sub
missions to the Bank Board? Was it in Lincoln's interest that the
results of Kaye Scholer's investigation were not given to Lincoln's
directors, while Lincoln's continued operations generated greater and
greater losses? Now, it may have been in [American Continental's]
interest, and it might have been in Keating's interest, to conduct the
representation in this manner, but was it in Lincoln's?40

Kaye Scholer responded to these questions by maintaining that it re
tained and exercised independent judgment. In its response to the OTS's
Notice of Charges, Kaye Scholer argued that positions taken on behalf of
Lincoln were in the savings and loan's best interests and were taken with
the full knowledge of the board of directors.41 Therefore, Kaye Scholer
saw no conflict of interest in representing "a parent [American Continen
tal] and its wholly owned subsidiary [Lincoln] in defending the subsidi-

applicable rules were ex post facto. See Memorandum from Kaye Scholer Executive Committee
to All Kaye Scholer Personnel, supra note 25.

37. Harris Weinstein, fonner Chief Counsel of the Office of Thrift Supervision, is a primary
proponent of the first view. See supra note 33. Professor Geoffrey Hazard of the Yale Law
School is a primary proponent of the second view. See supra note 26.

38. See In re American Continental Corp./Lincoln Sav. and Loan Sec. Litig., 794 F. Supp.
1424, 1456-57 (D. Ariz. 1992).

39. See MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDuer,Rule 1.7 (1993) (providing the prohibi
tions and limitations against representation of clients with conflicting interests); /d. Rule 1.13
(defining the role of counsel in representation of an organization as client).

40. Weinstein, supra note 33, at 60.
41. Kaye Scholer's Response to OTS's Notice of Charges. reprinted in STEPHEN GILLERS &

Roy D. SIMON, JR., REGULATION OF LAWYERS: STATUTES AND STANDARDS 772, 775 (1989).
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conduct before a regulatory agency."42 Professor Hazard agrees.43 No con
flict existed in the representation of both parent and subsidiary because no
disputed issues had been raised by the examiners regarding affiliate transac
tions, conflicts of interest, or holding company regulations. In addition,
Professor Hazard concludes that the facts at hand excused Kaye Scholer
from the responsibility of directly advising the board of directors as to
whether or not Lincoln was in compliance with FHLBB regulations. His
conclusion was based on the lack of obligation on the part of Kaye Scholer
to conduct a broad review of Lincoln's practices, the fact that Kaye Scholer
had not held itself out as having regulatory expertise at a time when Lincoln
had retained other law firms with regulatory expertise, and the fact that the
examiners had orally informed Lincoln's board of its significant findings
alleging substantial deficiencies thereby obviating need of any additional
notice.

2. The Lawyer as Representative of the Client

The OTS claimed that Kaye Scholer filed documents on behalf of Lin
coln which contained false and misleading statements and which failed to
disclose material facts.44 Specifically, Peter Fishbein of Kaye Scholer sent
documents to the FHLBB in which he stated that the auditing firm for Lin
coln and its parent had not. resigned as a "result of any concern with [the
parent or Lincoln's] operations ... or assetlliability management.,,45 Ac
cording to the OTS, the statement was false and misleading in violation of
an FHLBB regulation46 because Kaye Scholer had been informed by the
auditing firm that both Lincoln and its parent were high risk clients. Fur
ther, Kaye Scholer had failed to disclose Lincoln's income and net worth,47
loan and securities underwriting practices,48 direct investments,49 and par
ticipation in the financing of a tax shelter for control persons.50 In review
ing the deceit on the part of Kaye Scholer, Harris Weinstein asked whether
"a lawyer [is] free to lie or to deceive when the client could not do the same
thing in the same circumstances without incurring liability?"51

42. [d.
43. Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Summary of the Expert Opinion, 8 (Feb. 25,1991), reprinted in

ATTORNEYS' LIABILITY ASSURANCE SOCIETY, supra note 5, at 112.
44. See supra notes 14-16 and accompanying text.
45. See Dennis E. Curtis, Old Knights and New Champions: Kaye, Scholer, The Office of

Thrift Supervision and the Pursuit of the Dollar, 66 S. CAL. L. Rev. 985, 991 (1993).
46. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, en 36-44(d). The FHLBB regulation in question is

§ 563.18(b)(1)-(2).
47. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'II'Il58-73(d).
48. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'II'Il74-106(d).
49. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, TI 107-52(d).
50. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, TlI53-71(d).
51. Weinstein, supra note 33, at 61.
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These claims, which have been called "lawyer as representative"
charges,52 drew a blanket denial of any wrongdoing coupled with a vision
of the lawyer as an advocate by Kaye Scholer. In this view a lawyer is
obligated, not just entitled, to present a client's case in the most favorable
light consistent with the facts. And as to the facts, the lawyer may accept
the client's version of the facts under ordinary circumstances.53

Two concepts underlie Kaye Scholer's response. First, the lawyer
should be entitled to adopt the posture of a zealous litigation advocate even
if performing work within a regulatory system. Second, absent clear indica
tions of dishonesty, a lawyer may accept the client's version of the facts.
Confidentiality and the evidentiary privilege against coerced revelation of
client communications provide the broad basis for such a response.

Seeing itself as a litigation advocate, Kaye Scholer defended charges
that it had given its client the opinion that certain direct investments were
properly grandfathered even though the lawyers knew that several docu
ments establishing Lincoln's position had been backdated.54 Kaye Scholer
argued that its lawyers had no obligation to call to the FHLBB' s attention
backdating of the documents because there was an honest difference. of
opinion between the lawyers and the regulators· about the validity of the
grandfathering of direct investments. Kaye Scholer claimed that it had
urged the regulators to join in the lawyer's request for a declaratory judg
ment by a court on the question. Further, Kaye Scholer asserted that the
alleged backdating of consent by the board of directors was not related to
the Kaye Scholer opinion that the grandfathering was legal.55 In short, be
cause there was a difference of opinion on a legal issue-the grandfathering
of certain direct investments-Kaye Scholer was entitled to adopt the pos
ture of a litigation advocate. Lawyers, in their traditional litigation role, are
not required to volunteer information to third parties, even if such informa
tion would raise suspicions about their client's behavior.

Based on the lawyer's right to rely on a client's version of the facts,
Kaye Scholer sought to explain alleged failures to disclose underwriting
deficiencies.56 The firm had always acknowledged that deficiencies existed
in documentation of underwriting; however, Lincoln officials repeatedly
told th~ lawyers that substantive underwriting had in fact been done. Kaye
Scholer simply repeated what it had been told. Kaye Scholer's view of the
attorney's role as litigation advocate rested on the word of the client be-

52. Curtis, supra note 45, at 991.
53. Curtis, supra note 45, at 992 n.29.
54. Notice of Charges, supra note 9, 'll'll 22-35(b).
55. Kaye, Scholer's Response to OTS's Notice of Charges, supra note 41, at 777.
56. The OTS included the failure to disclose underwriting deficiencies as claim 6. Notice of

Charges, 'supra note 9, 'Il'Il 74-106(d).
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cause there was no reason'to doubt the veracity of the client on this particu
lar point.57 In a similar vein, Kaye Scholer also argued that it had no reason
to doubt four separate opinions by the accounting firms of Arthur Anderson
and Arthur Young indicating that certain transactions were really loans
rather than joint ventures.58

3. The Lawyer's Responsibility as to Intended Illegal Activity of a
Client

The most complicated, and controversial, of the professional conduct
issues raised by the Kaye Scholer case is the failure of the attorneys to
notify the savings and loan's board of directors of legal breaches by Lin
coln's officers and employees.59 There are two different interpretations on
the role of lawyers faced with this issue. In one version, lawyers have a
fiduciary duty to the depository fund. In another version, lawyers have a
duty to advise the thrift's directors that they have a duty to both depositors
and the depository fund.

Even before bringing administrative action against Kaye Scholer,60
the OTS had used the enhanced enforcement provisions of the Financial
Institution Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 ("FIRREA").61
Its first action under this statute was filed against Coopers & Lybrand, the
former accounting firm of the Silverado Banking and Loan Association
(Silverado).62 Thereafter, the OTS filed an action against Silverdo's coun
sel, the Denver law firm of Sherman & Howard.63 The OTS and Sherman
& Howard reached an agreement in which the law firm accepted a cease
and desist order including an affirmative agreement to comply with all con
ditions governing federally insured thrift organizations, an affirmative
agreement to avoid conflicts of interest, and an agreement to advise the
institution's officers and directors regarding safe and sound operations.64

At the same time, the OTS announced a settlement of its administrative

57. Kaye, Scholer's Response to OTS's Notice of Charges, supra note 41, at 776.
58. Kaye, Scholer's Response to OTS's Notice of Charges, supra note 41, at 776-77.
59. See Susan S. Fortney, OTS vs. The Bar: Must Attorneys Advise Directors That the Di

rectors Owe a Duty to the Depository Fund?, 12 ANN. REV. BANKING L. 373 (1993) (including a
thorough discussion of the lawyer's duty to advise thrift directors). The following material re
garding the lawyer's fiduciary duty to the depository fund is drawn from this article.

60. OTS Freezes Kaye, Scholer's Assets, Asks for $275 Million in Restitution, 58 Banking
Rep. (BNA) 419 (Mar. 9, 1992).

61. Financial Institution Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989, Pub. L. No. 101
73, 103 Stat. 183 (1989) (codified at scattered sections of 12 U.S.C.) [hereinafter FIRREA].

62. Coopers & Lybrand Enters C & D Order with OTS Over Silverado Audit Charges, 55
Banking Rep. (BNA) 991 (Dec. 17, 1990).

63. OTS Settles with Silverado Law Firm, Reaches Separate Agreement on C & D Order, 56
Banking Rep. (BNA) 1204 (June 24, 1991).

64. [d.
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action against the Mississippi law firm of Ingram, Matthews & Scroud.65

According to the OTS, the most important message of these agreements
was that both firms recognized the federal agency's jurisdiction over thrift
counsel practice, including the regulation of individual lawyers as persons
who practice before the agency and as persons who participate in the con
duct of affairs of the institution.66

Of course, merely saying that lawyers representing federally insured
thrift organizations are subject to federal agency jurisdiction does not estab
lish what duties are imposed by virtue of that relationship. The OTS's
Chief Counsel Harris Weinstein argues that the directors of financial insti
tutions owe a duty to creditors when insolvency or imminent insolvency
situations exist.67 His conclusion is predicated on the fact that a debtor who
is insolvent, or at least nearly so, owes a fiduciary duty to creditors.68 In a
similar vein, a trustee in a bankruptcy owes a fiduciary duty to creditors.69

By analogy, an insolvent, or nearly insolvent, thrift institution undergoes a
change in relationship so that its shareholders cease to be "owners" and its
creditors become "owners." Furthermore, because the United States gov
ernment insures the insolvent thrift, the government becomes the institu
tion's largest creditor. In the end, thrift officers and directors become
"trustees" administering thrift property for the benefit of the United
States.70 To the extent that a lawyer for a thrift bears the same responsibil
ity of an officer or director, a lawyer owes a fiduciary duty to the depository
fund.

Even if a lawyer does not share an officers or director's fiduciary duty
to the depository fund, the lawyers do have a duty to apprise the thrift direc
tors of their obligation to consider risks of loss to the depository fund,
which is the "owner" of the insolvent thrift, according to Weinstein.71 Us-

65. Id.
66. Thrift Lawyers Can Be Regulated by OTS, Senior Agency Official Says, 56 Banking Rep.

(BNA) 1202-03 (June 24, 1991).
67. See Bank, Thrift Attorneys React to Duties Outlined by OTS Chief Counsel Weinstein, 55

Banking Rep. (BNA) 547 (Oct. I, 1990) [hereinafter Bank, Thrift Attorneys React].
68. Harris Weinstein, Speech by OTS Chief Counsel Weinstein on Duties of Depository

Institution Fiduciaries, Address at Southern Methodist University (Sept. 13, 1990), in 55 Banking
Rep. (BNA) 510 (Sept. 24, 1990) [hereinafter Weinstein Speech].

69. Id. (citing In re Consupak. Inc., 87 B.R. 529, 546 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1988); see also In re
Gorski, 766 F.2d 723, 727 (2d Cir. 1985) (''There is no question that a trustee in bankruptcy may
be held personally liable for breach of his fiduciary duties."); Red Carpet Corp. v. Miller, 708 F.2d
1576, 1578 (11th Cir. 1983) (finding that a bankruptcy trustee is liable for wrongful conduct or
negligence).

70. See generally DENNIS J. BLOCK ET AL., THE BUSINESS JUDGMENT RULE: FIDUCIARY
DUTIES OF CORPORATE DIRECTORS (3d ed. Supp. 1991) (stating that this implied duty is derived
from the directors' fiduciary duty to serve the shareholders and the corporation as a trustee).

71. Weinstein Speech. supra note 68. at 510.
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ing this reasoning, an insured thrift has two types of owners: (1) common
shareholders or positive equity holders, and (2) the government as an in
surer of deposits or negative equity holders. By insuring deposits, the gov
ernment assumes an equity position with an unlimited risk of loss and no
prospect of gain, and therefore, has a "negative equity risk."72 Weinstein
argues that the government's "negative equity" position deserves to be pro
tected by the "highest conceivable standard of fiduciary conduct."73

If a fiduciary relationship exists, Weinstein argues, a lawyer finding
out that a client is about to do something illegal has an obligation under
Rule 1.13 of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct to "go up the corpo
rate chain of command to the board of directors, as the highest authority in
the client, to try to induce the board to require a change in the intended
course of conduct."74 Weinstein also argues that because a lawyer cannot
do anything illegal,75 and because federal law prohibits any action which
counsels, aids, or abets someone else to violate the law,76 the lawyer must
attempt to stop the action of the thrift if the board ignores his warnings;
otherwise, the attorney will be guilty of violations of federal law and pro
fessional ethics. Such a result is readily apparent when banking work gov
erned by federal law is involved; Finally, according to Weinstein, if a
lawyer knows that nonbanking work done will assist a client to implement
any illegal scheme, that action should also be prohibited because the lawyer
should not be permitted to be dishonest.77

Legitimate questions exist about whether lawyers owe a fiduciary duty
to the depository fund. 78 That argument, including the concept of "negative
equity," only serves to frame the fundamental question: Does Rule 1.13(b)
of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct require that lawyers report un
lawful activity up the corporate chain of command to the board of direc
tors? The rule, by its terms, does not require reporting of unlawful activity
up the chain of command. Rather, Rule 1.13(b) provides that when an at
torney has knowledge that an illegal act is taking place or will take place,
and when the act is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization,

72. Weinstein Speech, supra note 68, at 511.
73. Weinstein Speech, supra note 68, at 511.
74. Weinstein, supra note 33, at 62.
75. Weinstein, supra note 33, at 62 (citing MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDuer Rule

1.16(a) (1992».
76. Weinstein, supra note 33, at 62 (citing 12 U.S.C. § 1813(v) (1989».
77. Weinstein argues that Rule 1.2(d) of the MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDuer,

prohibiting a lawyer from knowingly assisting a client in committing a crime or committing fraud,
should not be read to allow assistance in illegal acts that do not amount to a crime or fraud.
Weinstein, supra note 33, at 63. Weinstein also considers whether a lawyer is free to report, or
even obligated to report, intended illegal activity. Although a difficult and unsettled question, he
ultimately concludes that confidentiality ought to prevail. Weinstein, supra note 33, at 63-64.

78. See Fortney, supra note 59, at 388-95.
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then "the lawyer shall proceed as is reasonably necessary in the best interest
of the organization."79 Rule 1.13(b) continues to mandate that the lawyer,
in determining how to proceed, "shall give due consideration to the serious
ness of the violation and its consequences, the scope and nature of the law
yer's representation, the responsibility in the organization and the apparent
motivation of the person involved, the policies of the organization concern
ing such matters and any other relevant considerations." Clearly, the rule
anticipates that what constitutes a "reasonably necessary" response can vary
widely. Further, Rule 1.13(b) requires that a reasonably necessary response
be designed to minimize '.'disruption of the organization and the risk of
revealing information ...." Only then does Rule 1.13(b) provide that
"[s]uch measures may include among others ... referring the matter to
higher authority ..•." Comments to. Rule 1.13 make clear. that the rule
does not require referring the matter to higher authority in every case.so
Such an approach is one of many reasonably necessary responses, and one
of three illustrative possible responses explicitly set forth in the rule. s1 The
comments do note that if a constituent refuses to reconsider or if the matter
is of sufficient seriousness and importance to the organization, "it may be
reasonably necessary for the lawyer to take steps to have the matter re
viewed by a higher authority in the organization."s2 Lawyers working
within the regulated community decry rigid interpretations which would
prevent them from using their informed professional judgment in aid of the
client.s3 Reviewing this difference, one commentator concludes: "This
chasm between the OTS interpretation and that of the bar reflects the never
ending, never-to-be-settled dispute about lawyers' duties and responsibili
ties in settings where they represent corporate or other artificial entities."s4

II. PERSPECTIVE ON KAYE SCHOLER

Kaye Scholer raises the ethical and professional issues faced by law
yers in the regulated community. Whatever view taken as to the proper
position on specific ethical issues, it is clear that new laws and new regula
tions often control a lawyer's conduct. One commentator concludes that
"there are good reasons for believing that, despite all of the rhetoric to the
contrary, the Kaye Scholer case has sounded the final death knell for the

79. MODEL RVLES OF PROFESSIONAL CONover, Rule .1.13(b) (1993).
80. ld. Rule 1.13 cmts. 4-5.
81. Other possible responses expressly included in the rule include asking the organization's

authorities to reconsider the matter or advising the organization to seek a separate legal opinion.
82. ld. Rule 1.13 cmt. 4.
83. ld. The comment continues by saying "clear justification should exist for seeking re

view over the head of the constituent normally responsible for it."
84. See Curtis, supra note 45, at 998.
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traditional model of legal ethics in the context of regulatory practice."85 At
the very least, an overall perspective on Kaye Scholer must begin with con
sideration of the relationship between legal and regulatory mandates, on the
one hand, and ethical and professional mandates on the other.

The courts and Congress have dictated that ethical duties be included
as a part of the regulatory world. Further, ethical duties will most often be
made a part of applicable rules of law. Two examples frequently offered in
this connection are Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure86 and
FIRREA.87

When Rule 11 was revised in 1983, the standard of what constituted
reasonable lawyer conduct changed. Under the traditional view, lawyers
were to be zealous advocates for their clients-not monitors of the funda
mental truth of their client's assertions.88 Likewise, a zealous advocate was
expected to be creative in framing legal arguments on the client's behalf.89
To be sure, codes and model rules prohibited the assertion of frivolous
claims or positions in litigation,90 but the standard was found to have been
violated only in extreme cases and reasonable inquiry was not required.91

Revised Rule 11 changed the traditional view rather dramatically. Under
Rule 11, lawyers are obligated to certify, through their signature, that "to
the best of the [signer's] knowledge, information, and belief formed after an
inquiry reasonable under the circumstances, . . . the allegations and other
factual contentions have evidentiary support ... ."92 Further, Rule 11 al
lows lawyers to assert legal claims or defenses only when "warranted by
existing law or by a nonfrivolous argument for the extension, modification,

85. David B. Wilkins, Making Context Count: Regulating Lawyers' After Kaye, Scholer, 66
S. CAL. L. REV. 1145, 1216 (1993).

86. FED. R. CIV. P. II.
87. FIRREA, supra note 61.
88. Judith L. Maute, Sporting Theory of Justice: Taming Adversary Zeal with a Logical

Sanctions Doctrine, 20 CONN. L. REV. 7, 16-79 (1987).
89. [d. at 17 (finding that under the traditional ethic, a lawyer is "to make litigation decisions

without regard to professional opinion on the probability of success.").
90. See. e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rules 3.1 (1993) ("A lawyer shall

not bring or defend a proceeding, or assert or controvert an issue therein, unless there is a basis for
doing so that is not frivolous ...."); [d. Rule 3.4(e) ("A lawyer shall not ... in trial, allude to any
matter that the lawyer does not reasonably believe is relevant or that will not be supported by
admissible evidence ...."); [d. Rule 4.4 ("In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means
that have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person ....");
MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT DR 7-102(A)(I)-(2) (1993) (prohibiting lawyers from
filing suits known to merely harass or maliciously injure another or from knowingly advancing
unwarranted claims or defenses).

91. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS § 156 cmt. b (Council Draft
Nov. 9, 1992) [hereinafter RESTATEMENT].

92. FED. R. CIv. P. 1l(b)(3).
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or reversal of existing law or the establishment of new law.,,93 Perhaps
Rule 11, and similar or identical rules adopted by many states,94 is an im
provement over the traditional professional rule; perhaps it is not.95 What is
clear, however, is that courts have created new ethical standards and made
them applicable rules of law.

Congress has also undertaken the responsibility for "legislating" eth
ics. Under FIRREA, agency enforcement powers have been extended to
"institution-affiliated parties."96 By definition, "institution-affiliated party"
includes an independent contractor such as a lawyer.97 As an institution
affiliated party, a lawyer who knowingly or recklessly participates in any
breach of fiduciary duty or who knowingly or recklessly participates in any
unsafe or unsound practice which causes more than a minimal financial loss
is subject to enforcement actions.98 In addition, an institution-affiliated
lawyer may be civilly liable for breaches of a fiduciary duty or reckless
engagement in unsafe or unsound practices.99 Once it is determined that a
violation has occurred, the lawyer faces stiff penalties. lOo It is clear that
Congress has created new ethical standards and made them applicable rules
of law, and lawyers who represent institutions covered by FIRREA are jus
tifiably concerned about retrospective determinations of whether they have
engaged in unsafe or unsound practices. 101

Agencies, such as the OTS, are combining expanded statutory enforce
ment rules with charges that lawyers have violated ethical norms and rules.
Given the expanded statutory rules, it is not immediately clear why ethical
rule violations, especially claims which might be considered novel, would
be alleged. At least two reasons seem to provide an answer. First, it is
always politically helpful to paint an offender as a wrongdoer. Americans
still identify those who wear white hats as the good guys, and those who

93. [d. at (b)(2).

94. RESTATEMENT, supra note 91, § 156 cmt. b.
95. See Nathan L. Hecht, Foreword: Avoiding Sanctions: Trying to Dodge the Bullet, 25

TEX. TECH L. REV. 1 (1993); see also Jason C.N. Smith & Jim Hund, Avoiding Sanctions: Trying
to Dodge the Bullet, 25 TEX. TECH L. REv. 3 (1993) (providing information and practical strate
gies for understanding and complying with the sanction process); Byron C. Keeling, A Prescrip
tion for Healing the Crisis in Professionalism: Shifting the Burden of Enforcing Professional
Standards of Conduct, 25 TEX. TECH L. REV. 31 (1993) (discussing the failure of the modem
punitive sanction process and offering alternative proposals).

96. 12 U.S.C. § l813(u)(4) (Supp. III 1991).
97. [d.

98. [d.

99. FIRREA § 907.
100. 12 U.S.C. § 1833a (b)(I) (Supp. III 1991).
101. See Mark C. Weber, Beyond Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins: A New Approach to Mixed

Motive Discriminations, 68 N.C. L. REv. 495, 529 (1990).
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wear black hats as the bad guys. A lawyer who has violated the bar's own
ethical rules definitely wears a black hat in anyone's book.

Second, a violation of an ethical rule may serve as· evidence of mal
practice. Ethical codes regularly contain disclaimers designed to prevent
the use of their rules as benchmarks for malpractice. 102 However, these
disclaimers have come to be honored primarily in the breach. 103 Any party
seeking to recover or obtain large sums of money needs to find a "deep
pocket." In the Kaye Scholer case, the OTS, charged with recovering
money lost in thrift failures, was obviously anxious to bring malpractice
claims because such claims would be covered by insurance. Recovery
under FlRREA, on the other hand, is limited. Even with two or three attor
neys involved, the maximum recovery would reach only several million
dollars. In the Kaye Scholer case, the OTS filed a $275 million malpractice
claim which settled for $41 million only six days later. From all outward
appearances, the assertion of the malpractice claims against Kaye Scholer
provided the OTS with a substantially greater recovery than would have
been possible absent such claims. \04

Historically, the rules that govern the professional conduct of lawyers
have been provided through the work of the American Bar Association
(ABA), a private, voluntary organization. The ABA codifications are most
frequently adopted by the courts of a state rather than by the state legisla
tures. 105 Generally, two primary justifications are offered to support this
form of self-governance. First, law and its practice by lawyers is consid
ered too complex and esoteric for nonprofessionals to regulate. Second,
self-governance is thought to be essential in maintaining the bar's indepen
dence. Independence is seen as an important part of supporting zealous
client representation. Although the. theory and practice have been seriously
questioned,106 self-governance remail'l;s the current American model. How
should this model respond to the reality of legal and regulatory mandates,
on the one hand, and ethical mandates on the other?

Answering this question requires serious evaluation of the significant

102. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDuer Scope cmt. 6 (1993) ("Violation of a Rule
should not give rise to a cause of action nor should it create any presumption that a legal duty has
been breached."); MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIILITY (1993) Preliminary Statement
("The Model Code makes no attempt ... to define standards for civil liability of lawyers for
professional conduct.").

103. See, e.g., Beattie v. Firhschild, 394 N.W.2d 107, 110 (Mich. Ct. App. 1986) (rejecting
the argument that a violation of the Code of Professional Responsibility is negligence per se). But
see, Day v. Rosenthal, 217 Cal. Rptr. 89, 102-04 (Ct. App. 1985) ("Standards governing an attor
ney's ethical duties are conclusively established by the Rules of Professional Conduct.").

104. See Curtis, supra note 45, at 986-88, 1003-04.
105. See MONROE H. FREEDMAN, UNDERSTANDING LAWYERS' ETHICS 2 (1990).
106. Jd. (offering a general discussion of the lawyer's autonomy).
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differences between the view of the lawyer's role adopted by the Model
Rules of Professional Conduct, and the Model Code of Professional Con
duct.. Under the Model Code, primary emphasis was given to the client. As
provided in the Preamble to the Model Code: "The continued existence of a
free and democratic society depends upon recognition of the concept that
justice is based upon the rule of law grounded in respect for the dignity of
the individual and his capacity through reason for enlightened self-govern
ment."ID7 What played out under this approach was a system grounded on
the model of litigation in which individual self-enlightenment was en
couraged with the theory that this would protect the dignity of the individ
ual in a free society. 108 Within the American adversary system lies a core
of basic rights:

The rights that comprise the adversary system include personal
autonomy, the effective assistance of counsel, equal protection of the
laws, trial by jury, the rights to call and to confront witnesses, and the
right to require the government to prove guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt and without the use of compelled self-incrimination. These
rights, and others, are also included in the broad and fundamental
concept that no person may be deprived of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law-a concept which itself has been substan
tially equated with the adversary system. 109

While there have been complaints, I10 the adversary system has been cele
brated in theory and practice for the most part.

The Model Code's adversary system as the exclusive model for legal
ethics is not reflected in the Model Rules. The Model Rules begin by
describing a lawyer as "a representative of clients, an officer of the legal
system and a public citizen having special responsibility for the quality of
justice."111 This tripartite description changes the previous "client cen
tered" approach. "Particularly significant is the phrase 'officer of the legal
system.' "112 Even during the reign of the Model Rules, some felt that bias
toward individual clients went too far. Often they spoke of the lawyer's
countervailing obligation as an "officer of the court," I13 arguing that a law
yer has an obligation to the state as well as to the client. However, the
lawyer's role as an "officer of the court" never served as much of a counter
balance to the client oriented approach of the Model Rules. Even if it were

107. MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL REsPONSIBILITY Preamble (1993).
108. FREEDMAN, supra note 105, at 13.
109. FREEDMAN, supra note 105, at 13.
110. FREEDMAN, supra note 105, at 13-42.
Ill. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDuer, Preamble'll I (1993).
112. FREEDMAN, supra note 105, at 9.
113. Monroe H. Freedman, Professional Responsibility of the Criminal Defense Lawyer: The

Three Hardest Questions, 64 MICH. L. REv. 1469, 1470 (1966).
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conceded that the concept identified an obligation broader than that owed to
the client, it was part and parcel of a role centered on serving client interest.
Justice Powell explained the role as follows:

[T]he duty of the lawyer, subject to his role as an "officer of the
court," is to further the interests of his clients by all lawful means,
even when those interests are in conflict with the interests of the
United States or of a State. But this representation involves no con
flict of interest in the invidious sense. Rather, it casts the lawyer in
his honored and traditional role as an authorized but independent
agent acting to vindicate the legal rights of a client, whoever it may
be. 1I4

Clearly the drafters of the Model Rules intended to change the focus
by discarding "officer of the court" and adopting "an officer of the legal
system."1I5 According to the Model Rules Preamble, "[a] lawyer's respon
sibilities as a representative of clients, an officer of the legal system and a
public citizen are usually harmonious."1I6 However, that same Preamble
recognizes that it is natural, even if balancing responsibilities normally
presents no problems, to encounter some conflicts. Virtually all difficult
ethical problems arise from the conflicts between a lawyer's responsibilities
to clients, to the legal system, and to the lawyer's own interest in remaining
an upright person while earning a satisfactory living. 117 The question be
comes what focus should be given to the lawyer's responsibilities to the
legal system to counterbalance the lawyer's responsibilities to a client. An
swering this question begins with a review of the primary responses to the
facts of Kaye Scholer.

The first issue generally faced in the area of professional conduct is
one of conflicts of interest. Conflict of interest issues do not appear to be
affected by the change in emphasis from the Model Code to the Model
Rules, lIS as loyalty to a client remains the core element being protected.
Therefore, while a fact dispute might exist as to whether a representation
will be "directly adverse to another client,"1I9 no difference would other
wise exist between the outcome under the Model Rules and Model Code.
Recent case law development, however, has contributed additional legal

114. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 724 n.14 (1973). Chief Justice Burger, however, argues in
his dissenting opinion that the role of the lawyer as an officer of the court requires an obligational
first duty to the client. Id. at 730-32 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).

115. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Preamble 'II 7 (1993).
116. Id.
117. Id. Preamble 'II 8.
118. Compare MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, Canon 5 and DR 5-IOI-DR

5-107 (1993) (describing the independent professional judgment that a lawyer should exercise on
behalf of his client) with MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, Rules 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 (1993)
(explaining the duties owed to clients in avoiding potential conflicts of interests).

119. Id. Rule 1.7(a).
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system concerns. Even in the case of an ethical rule which is primarily
concerned with client loyalty as it relates to the attorney-client relationship,
the relationship between a lawyer and the legal system exists. Recently, in
the case of In re Dresser Industries, Inc.,120 the Fifth Circuit Court of Ap
peals had occasion to review conflict of interest issues in connection with
motions to disqualify. The court set forth the considerations on which it
would rely to determine whether a conflict exists: "(1) the appearance of
impropriety ... or (2) a possibility that a specific impropriety will occur,
and (3) the likelihood of public suspicion from the impropriety out
weigh[ing] any social interests which will be served by the lawyer's contin
ued participation in the case."121 This formulation emphasizes the legal
system interests, not the client's interests. Similarly, in In re American Air
lines, Inc., 122 the court reiterated that motions to disqualify are conflict of
interest issues" 'governed by the ethical rules announced by the national
profession in light of the public interest and the litigants' rights,' "123 again
giving credence to the overall interests of the legal system. By broad anal
ogy, these litigation concepts may be applied to an agency setting. It is
important to note, however, that the public interest, or legal system interest,
is not only a component for consideration under the Model Rules. 124
Rather, the court in these cases added this component on its own, and an
agency could likewise add similar interests. Should the agency so choose to
act, rules promulgated by the bar would not provide exclusive guidance. As
explained by the court in In re American Airlines, Inc.:

It is not clear that the vitality of state [ethics] enforcement is
relevant to the judicial duty of the federal courts to clean its own
house. Policy aside, it is equally uncertain that the disciplinary
boards have performed this role. Clients and fellow attorneys have
little incentive to file formal complaints with disciplinary boards, and
the evi'::~nce suggests that they in fact do not. This is especially true
in cases of alleged conflicts of interest. 125

The second issue of professional conduct faced by the bar involves the
role of the lawyer as a representative of the client. Faced with allegations

120. 972 F.2d 540 (5th Cir. 1992).
121. Id. at 544 (citing Woods v. Covington County Bank, 537 F.2d 804, 812-13 (5th Cir.

1976».
122. 972 F.2d 605 (5th Cir.), reh'g denied, 976 F.2d 732 (5th Cir. 1992), cert. denied sub

nom. Northwest Airlines, Inc. v. American Airlines, Inc., 61 U.S.L.W. 3446 (1993).
123. Id. at 610 (citing In re Dresser Indus., Inc., 972 F.2d at 543).
124. See generally MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, Rule 1.7 (1993) (prohibiting

representation of clients with opposing interests).
125. In re American Airlines, Inc., 972 F.2d at 611; see also David B. Wilkins, Who Should

Regulate Lawyers?, 105 HARV. L. REv. 799, 827-28 (1992); David B. Wilkins, Note, Develop
ments in the Law-Conflicts of Interest in the Legal Profession; 94 HARV. L. REV. 1244,
1496-1500 (1981).
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that it had violated FHLBB regulations, Kaye Scholer adopted the argument
that all of its actions undertaken on behalf of Lincoln were performed in the
role of a litigation advocate. 126 As a litigation advocate, Kaye Scholer
claimed that it was obligated to present facts in the light most favorable to
its client, that it was permitted to rely on the facts as presented by its client,
and that it had no obligation to note backdating of documents since there
was an honest difference of opinion as to the validity of grandfathering
direct investments. 127 However, if a lawyer's obligation to the legal system
is given weight, as it should be, under the Model Rules, Kaye Scholer's
answer is invalid.

In a nutshell, the legal system in which Kaye Scholer operated in its
representation of the failed savings and loan is that of the regulated thrift
industry. A lawyer representing a client, as an officer of the legal system,
must honor the obligations to the system by adhering to its rules. When the
system in question is a regulated industry, the lawyer no longer has the
option of choosing rules from the litigation system. Instead, the rules of the
regulated industry control. If a lawyer believes that a legal issue requires
litigation, then litigation may be pursued. For instance, the question of the
validity of grandfathering direct investments may raise legal questions
which should be litigated. If so, an appropriate suit should be filed in a
court of competent jurisdiction. As far as the suit is concerned, rules of
litigation would apply. However, it is not appropriate for the lawyer to mix
litigation rules into a regulatory system in derogation of the rules and goals
of the system. When the rules or goals of the regulated system become
unacceptable, the political process may offer potential relief. But absent
such a political change, absent a change in the law, a lawyer must abide by
existing rules of the legal system in which he practices on behalf of his
client.

Finally, attorneys practicing in a regulated society are faced with the
third issue of professional conduct, the lawyer's responsibility for the in
tended illegal activity of a client. The groundwork for these allegations
against Kaye Scholer was presented in two alternate forms. It was first
argued that Kaye Scholer had a duty to advise directors of the duty owed to
both depositors and the depository fund. 128 Central to this argument is the
idea that the directors of a financial institution owe a duty to creditors when
insolvency or an insolvency situation exists. In the way a debtor who is
insolvent owes a fiduciary duty to creditors, or a trustee in bankruptcy owes
a fiduciary duty to creditors, an insolvent, or nearly insolvent, thrift institu-

126. See supra notes 45-54 and accompanying text.
127. See supra notes 54-59 and accompanying text.
128. Bank, Thrift Attorneys React, supra note 67.
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tion undergoes a change in relationship so that shareholders cease to be
"owners" and creditors become "owners."129 Because the United States
government, under the FDIC, insures the insolvent thrift, the government
becomes the institution's largest "owner." Therefore, thrift officers and di
rectors become "trustees" administering thrift property for the benefit of the
United States. 130

Under the second alternative predicate said to be applicable in the
Kaye Scholer case, a duty exists to apprise the savings and loan's directors
of their obligation to consider risks of loss to the deposit fund which is the
"owner" of an insolvent thrift. 131 With two types of owners of the insured
thrift-common shareholders or positive equity holders, and the govern
ment as an insurer of deposits or negative equity holders-the govern
ment's "negative equity"- position deserves to be protected by the highest
standard of fiduciary conduct. 132

Either predicate view establishes a fiduciary duty owed by officers and
directors to the government. But even the establishment of this duty does
not create an issue of professional conduct. The ultimate issue is whether,
under Rule 1.13 of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct,133 Kaye
Scholer had an obligation to go up the corporate chain of command to the
board of directors, as the highest authority within the organizational client,
to try to induce Lincoln's board to mandate a change in the intended course
of conduct. 134 Assuming that the lawyer knows that the client's officers
intend to sponsor an act which is illegal, the explicit terms of Rule 1.13 do
not require reporting of unlawful activity up the chain of command. 135
Rather, Rule 1.13 anticipates a reasonably necessary response, the terms of
which can vary widely. One possible response, but not the only possible
response, is to go up the corporate chain of command. 136

Can a regulatory agency change the meaning or interpretation of a rule
of professional conduct? Regulatory agencies sometimes have the power to
make ethical duties into rules of law. 137 Further, the ethical duties which

129. See supra notes 67-70 and accompanying text.
130. See supra note 70 and accompanying text.
131. Weinstein Speech, supra note 68.
132. See supra notes 71-73 and accompanying text.
133. See supra notes 39, 79-83 and accompanying text.
134. See supra notes 79-83 and accompanying text.
135. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUcr Rule 1.13 & cmts (1993).
136. See supra notes 79-83 and accompanying text.
137. Of course, if courts pay close attention to statutory text in defining the scope of prohib

ited conduct, extended liability may be curtailed. See, e.g., Central Bank v. First Interstate Bank,
114 S. Ct. 1439, 1446 (1994) (stating that a private plaintiff may bring s suit against violators of
Securities Exhange Act § lO(b) but may not bring an SEC IOb-5 suit for acts not prohibited by the
text of § 10(b»; see also Mark V. Boennig1ausen, Securities Defendants Aren't Home Free, 10
TEX. LAW. 4 (May 2, 1994) (stating that the Centr~l Bank decision will not give accountants an
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are made into rules of law can be amended, even to the point of standing the
original rule on its head. The answer to the question, then, is often yes. But
an answer to the general question does not tell us whether Kaye Scholer had
the responsibility to go up the corporate chain of command. In order for the
duty to exist, the agency must properly promulgate the rule. In Kaye
Scholer's case, the OTS had not properly adopted a rule creating the obliga
tion for the lawyers to report the unlawful activities up the chain of
command.

At first blush, because general counsel for the OTS had aggressively
and repeatedly argued in favor of a particular rule of professional conduct,
and because an agency, like the. courts and legislatures, has the authority to
promulgate ethical duties as part of applicable rules of law, it would seem
that such a rule should exist. Indeed, one might argue that a lawyer's duty
to the legal system already supports the existence of the rule. But this argu
ment ignores the core of basic rights encompassed by the American adver
sary system. Even in a regulated setting, government actions must be
subjected to effective limits. Unfettered agency power suggests abuse.
Therefore, the promulgation of rules must be limited by formal rule-crea
tion procedures. Rulemaking procedures, like adjudicatory activities, are
well established. 138 Yet, even though the regulated systems administered
by agencies differ from the traditional American adversary system, the core
of basic rights from the adversary system still serve as the base from which
regulatory systems rules may be developed. It is therefore appropriate to
require lawyers who represent agencies to accept the fair duties owed to the
legal system, including its core concept of the adversary system. That
means that new rules must be made through rulemaking procedures. This
approach to the Model Rules' concept of the lawyer's "duty to the legal
system" views agency administrative law as imposing obligations as well as
encompassing specific alternatives to the base concepts of the adversary
system.

If agency lawyers are allowed to offer novel interpretations based on
Model Rule provisions, they will have more authority than is permitted in
the adversary system. An attorney practicing within the adversary system
may seek to change the law through a good faith argument for the exten-

"immullity bath," but is likely to prevent many suits against professionals); cf KENNETH C. DAVIS,

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE §§ 5.01-.11 (1958 & Supp. 1976) (stating that "[w]hile the line
dividing [statements of policy and statements of general policy] may not always be a bright one,
these decisions represent a recognized distinciton in administrative law proceedings for the pur
pose of promulgating policy-type rules or standards. .. and proceedings designed to adjudicate
disputed facts in particular cases") (citing United States v. Florida East Coast R.R. Co., 410 U.S.
224,245 (1973)).

138. DAVIS, supra note 137.
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sion, modification, or reversal of existing law,139 but only the court can
really change the law. Unilateral assertions by an advocate do not create
binding rules of law. In an agency setting, the attorney can float trial bal
loons which put opposing counsel at great risk. 140 But, this is not consistent
with the core of basic rights encompassed by the American adversary sys
tem. 141 Therefore, any new or novel interpretation of ethical rules, and cer
tainly any new or different ethical rule, should be promulgated through rule
making procedures. Because Model Rule 1.13 did not require Kaye Scholer
to go up the corporate chain of command to Lincoln's board of directors to
try to induce them to change an intended illegal course of conduct, the
OTS's allegation against the law firm on this ground should fail.

III. CONCLUSION

In a narrow sense, the Kaye Scholer case sounds the death knell for the
traditional model of legal ethics in the context of regulatory practice. 142
This traditional model was composed of a comprehensive set of ethical
rules drafted by the American Bar Association and adopted, without signifi
cant variation, in every state. 143 When the courts, legislatures, and agencies
dictate new and different ethical rules applicable to specific practice areas,
at least the comprehensive element of the traditional model is compromised.
But such a change need not end the importance of the traditional model.
Rather, the task is one of accommodation.

Calling on the legal profession to "assert its power to enforce profes
sionalism"l44 is one way to establish a proper accommodation. Judicial
punitive measures, including sanctions and tort causes of action, have not
yet proved effective. Far from curtailing lawyer misbehavior, court adopted
rules have simply provided lawyers with additional tactics to be used in
litigation. 145 The better answer, according to this view, is for courts and
legislatures to "limit judicial punitive measures to bad faith conduct and
leave the onus of punishing most unprofessional behavior to the legal pro
fession itself."146

Calls for renewal and expansion of the traditional model are popular
with bar organizations. 147 Further, in some states, enforcement of ethical

139. FED. R. CIV. P. 11.
140. See Curtis, supra note 45.
141. See FREEDMAN, supra note 105.
142. Wilkins, supra note 125.
143. FREEDMAN, supra note 105, ch. I, at 2.
144. Keeling, supra note 95, at 74.
145. Hecht, supra note 95; see also Smith & Hund, supra note 95.
146. Keeling, supra note 95, at 74.
147. See. e.g., Jim Branton, Image and Professionalism, 57 TEX. BJ. 594 (1994) (stating that

Jim Branton, president of the Texas Bar Association, believes expansion is important to the pres-
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rules by the legal profession have been facilitated through the adoption of
new procedures for handling ethical complaints.148 History and common
sense suggest that the traditional model of legal ethics is unlikely to curtail
the continued creation of ethical rules by legislatures and agencies as to
regulatory practice, at least absent a record of effective enforcement of bal
anced ethical ruleS. 149

A second approach to accommodating the reality of ethical rules
promulgated by legislatures and agencies is to treat them as an entirely sep
arate body. There would then be "real" or "core" ethical rules-those
promulgated by the ABA-and peripheral or unimportant ethical rules
those promulgated by the legislature or agency. Perhaps by default, this
seems to be the unarticulated view held by many lawyers outside regulated
practice. It is a view with one major advantage and two major disadvan
tages. That one does not have to resolve any disputes or reconcile or priori
tize either system is the one major advantage. One can simply wait to see
what develops. However, one disadvantage is that a lawyer may be misled
into believing that compliance with the ABA Model Rules as adopted in
one's state is enough. ISO Another disadvantage is the fragmenting effect on
the profession, thereby creating additional problems. lS1 Surely, a better ac
commodation can be found.

Perhaps the best accommodation is one which draws on the Model
Rules' concept of a duty to the legal system. IS2 Under the Model Code, a
lawyer's primary obligation was to a client in the context of an adversary
system. 153 Under the Model Rules, on the other hand, a lawyer has a re
sponsibility as an officer of the legal system as well as a responsibility as a
representative of the client. 154 The time has come to redraw the line be-

ent and future perception of lawyers); R. William Ide III, Efforts to Improve Legal System Are
Yielding Positive Results, A.B.A. J., Apr. 1994, at 6 (stating that layers have succeeded in improv
ing the public's perception of lawyers, but change, on a united front, is needed for further
improvement). '

148. TIM W. FLOYD, LAWYER DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES, A GUIDE TO THE BASICS OF LAW
PRACTICE (W. Frank Newton ed. 1994).

149. In addition to problems of enforcement, there are criticisms of certain rules themselves.
See Susan P. Koniak, When Courts Refuse to Frame the Law and Others Frame It to Their Will,
66 S. CAL. L. REV. 1075 (1993).

150. /d. at 1104.
151. W. Frank Newton, Crisis in the Legal Profession, 21 TEX. TECH L. REV. 897, 898

(1990).
152. See supra notes 96-117 and accompanying text.
153. See supra notes 107-10 and accompanying text.
154. The Preamble to the MODEL RULES provides:

As a public citizen, a lawyer should seek improvement of the law, the administration of
justice and the quality of service rendered by the legal profession. As a member of a
learned profession, a lawyer should cultivate knowledge of the law beyond its use for
clients, employ that knowledge in reform of the law and work to strengthen legal educa-
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tween a lawyer's duty to the client and a lawyer's duty to the legal
system. 155

Redrawing the line does not require a substantive change in agency
law. Reviewing the events of the Kaye Scholer case reminds us that no
small part of the controversy relates to the substantive rules of the thrift
industry. Provisions on freeze orders l56 and increased "gatekeeping" re
quirements for professionals who serve'thrift industry clients l57 have been
particularly controversial. Universal agreement on substantive rules lessens
pressure on ethical rules, just as disagreement on substantive rules increases
pressure on ethical rules. Ultimately, the effectiveness of ethical rules must
be established even where disagreement as to the substantive rules exists.
However, the process and arguments for changing substantive rules must
not be confused with the process and arguments for the adoption of ethical
rules.

Redrawing the line defining a lawyer's duty to a client and a lawyer's
duty to the legal system will not be an easy task. Careful thought must be
given about which provisions in the current Model Rules reflect the primary
values of the adversary system. It also requires the development of clear
concepts of deference. Reviewing the three issues of professional conduct
raised by the Kaye Scholer case provides a starting point for the beginning
of the line drawing. 158 Once the line is successfully redrawn, a sense of
uniformity and certainty should be provided. Law schools and continuing
legal education programs offer viable vehicles for facilitating the production
of rules which will have uniform application and thereby contribute greater

tion. A lawyer should be mindful of deficiencies in the administration of justice and of
the fact that the poor, and sometimes persons who are not poor, cannot afford adequate
legal assistance, and should therefore devote professional time and civic influence in
their behalf. A lawyer should aid the legal profession in pursuing these objectives and
should help the bar regulate itself in the public interest.

MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDuer, Preamble'll 5 (1993).
155. The Scope of the MODEL RULES provides:

The Rules presuppose a larger legal context shaping the lawyer's role. That context
includes court rules and statutes relating to matters of licensure, laws defining specific
obligations of lawyers and substantive and procedural law in general. Compliance with
the Rules, as with all law in an open society, depends primarily upon understanding and
voluntary compliance, secondarily upon reinforcement by peer and public opinion and
finally, when necessary, upon enforcement through disciplinary proceedings. The Rules
do not, however, exhaust the moral and ethical considerations that should inform a law
yer, for no worthwhile human activity can be completely defined by legal rules. The
Rules simply provide a framework for the ethical practice of law.

Id. Scope'll 2.
156. Koniak, supra note 149, at 1104-13.
157. Howell E. Jackson, Reflections on Kaye, Scholer: Enlisting Lawyers to Improve the

Regulations of Financial Institutions, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 1019, 1068 (1993).
158. See supra notes 45-98 and accompanying text.
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certainty to the members of the bar practicing within regulated societies.
The process will be difficult, however, because the bar is not the exclusive
participant. Courts, legislatures, and agencies also play an equally impor
tant role. Although complicated, once successful, the process will produce
an expanded model of legal ethics to replace the traditional model. 159 Per
haps greater participation in the process by all parties involved will produce
balanced legal rules which will ultimately inspire greater public confidence
in legal ethics.

159. Once developed. law linns will have an especially important role to play in applying the
rules of professional conduct. See Ted Schneyer. From Self-Regulation to Bar Corporatism:
What the S&L Crisis Means for the Regulation of Lawyers. 35 S. TEX. L. REV. 639 (1994).


